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~i : Amid the gloomy fibre business it is 
encouraging that the FSO sector seems 
to be thriving. But opto is not the only 
component sector which is benefiting from 
the ramp-up of FSO communications. 
New developments hold out promise for III-V 
component makers; and Merrill Lynch says 
FSO might reach $2 bn by 2005. 
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FSO promises 
even more  
opportunities [or 
makers o[ llI-V 
components. 
This is through 
new systems 
called "hybrid 
wireless-opto" 
which integrate 
mm-wave 
back-up so as 
to overcome 
FSO's reduced 
per[ormance 
in fog. 
oday, FSO is deploying in LANs, MANs and 
wireless backhaul, the so-caUed 'last mile'. FSO 
: offers data rates up to 1Gb/s but at a fifth the 
Cost of laying fibre. FSO systems can be a cost- 
effective solution for short-range links. They 
:i allow service providers to competitively provide 
fibre-level bandwidth for access networks to 
i 
i accelerate extensio6 of MANs, bridging the so- 
Called 'optical dead zone' - the slowdown in 
'capex' and the connectivity gap between core 
~ MANs and access optical networks. 
: FSO installation differs little from fitting 
i i i  microwave satellite dishes and devices used 
: need be only slightly different from those 
required for fibre. Some observers suggest that 
retrofit might also be a big market opportunity. 
So all in all FSO provides encouragement for 
producers of III-V lasers and detectors when 
they need it most. 
These FSO systems are already being deployed 
as communications media in a number of key 
applications worldwide. These are nevertheless 
competing with other backhaul alternatives 
and it may be a while before FSO succeeds in 
mobile network applications. Spectrum conges- 
tion has made microwave links less useful, but 
FSO should be seen as complementary to 
• microwave. While microwave suits relatively 
low bandwidth, FSO is more akin to glass fibre. 
The US will soon see the roll out of Wi-Fi/FSO 
networks with Europe to follow. Already, AT&T 
is testing FSO systems as an alternative to fibre 
for local links from its long-distance network. 
Despite casualties during the telecom down- 
turn, the FSO field is replete with interesting 
companies. These include Aoptix Technologies 
(Campbell, CA), Celerica (Morristown, N J), 
fSONA Communications (Vancouver, BC), 
Holoplex Technologies (Pasadena, CA). 
Hitting headlines has been TeraBeam (Kirkland, 
WA) which with the US government's National 
Communications System (NCS) has constructed 
the first FSO link in a NCS project to enhance 
government communications infrastructure. 
LightPointe has made a major deal with 
Siemens AG for a HiPath Ready Net agreement 
to provide FSO solutions through the Siemens 
worldwide channel, in a key move, the company 
has demonstrated interoperability between 
ADC's Digivance radio-over-fibre solution and 
LightPointe's Flight FSO. This will expand the 
target applications for ADC's Digivance which 
digitises RF for transport over fibre enabling 
wireless carriers to add capacity and extend 
coverage in their networks. HencefOrth, wireless 
carriers will more easily deploy antennas into 
desired coverage areas, unconstrained by tradi- 
tional base-station deployments and zoning reg- 
ulations. 
Integration of LightPointe FSO opens up addi- 
tional opportunity to enhance network cover- 
age by deploying remote antennas where ter- 
restrial fibre is not available. This way FSO is an 
accelerator and enabler of networks requiring 
optical bandwidth. Finally, to illustrate the 
uniquely helpful aspects of FSO, the company 
provided three covert communication links dur- 
ing the Super Bowl to provide redundancy dur- 
ing disasters or terrorist ac~ons. 
FSO promises even more opportunities for 
makers of III-V components. This is through 
new systems called 'hybrid wireless-opto' 
which integrate ram-wave back-up so as to 
overcome FSO's reduced performance in fog. A 
new unit from Muenster-based CBL includes a 
license-free spread spectrum backup integrat- 
ed seamless into the system. 
You can see for yourself the Airlaser in action at 
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